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Rich Cole and Cole Gunsmithing
needs no lengthy introduction
to readers of ClayShootingUSA.

Starting his own business in 1985 after
working for Beretta, Cole’s history was
well documented by fellow
ClayShootingUSA writer Dana Farrell
in our June/July 2011 issue and in the
February/March 2015 issue giving
additional insight into Cole’s recent
expansion in Naples (FL).

Rich Cole began primarily as a
Beretta shop, handling repairs on their
autos, 680 series over/unders and the
elegant and expensive SO series.
General gunsmithing was available, but
when your Beretta didn’t work, Cole
was the ‘go to’ shop.
Rich then expanded the Beretta line

to custom offerings – 680 actions hand
engraved in Italy, barreled to order and
stocked at Cole’s. His gun line saw

Caesar Guerini and Kolar added. He
also became the importer and
warrantee center for Zoli guns. In
2012, when Perazzi was searching for
a Southeast distributor of their
shotguns, Cole Gunsmithing was the
logical choice and was appointed as
the Perazzi dealer for the shotgun
competition rich state of Florida – also
providing repair services for those
guns. 
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STOCKING UP WITH
COLE GUNSMITHING

A REPORT BY SHEPPARD KELLY

MY FINISHED RESTOCKED PERAZZI MX-8.
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shaped entirely by hand, then
finished and checkered.
Customers have their choice of
finish, checkering pattern/LPI and
recoil pad. Stock dimension
measurements can be done by
fittings at Cole’s in Naples, or by
one of the many instructors/
gunfitters in the shotgun shooting
community.

My Project
My own numbers for my latest
stocking project came from a
fitting done at Holland and
Holland’s Shooting Grounds and
was specifically for an over/under
(measurements for a side-by-side
shotgun do not work for an O/U
for a myriad of reasons). Be
warned – ensure the person doing
your fitting really knows what they
are about. Shotgun fit is much
more than length of pull, drop at
comb and heel. Examine the
measurement sheets used by any
of the major British Shooting
Schools, or stock order form for
Perazzi, and you’ll understand my
advice. Custom stocks are not
cheap – ‘almost good enough’ will
only result in frustration.
While deciding on wood for my

AN EXAMPLE OF THE

CUSTOM ENGRAVED BERETTA

RECIEVERS USED IN SPECIAL
COLE SHOTGUNS.

COLE SHOWROOM

When Rich was located at the
shop in Maine, I had discussed
with him and his wife and business
partner, Jona, an article about their
custom stocking service. At that
time I had no candidate barreled
action, but my interest didn’t wane
because of the unique nature of
their stockmaking program. He
offered ‘headed up’ blanks for both
Beretta and Perazzi guns in
various wood grades ranging from
‘Wow’ to ‘Cardiac Arrest’ – all
displayed on his website. Selection
is but a mouse click away.
At the time, Rich had planned

on using CNC machines to make
stocks – feed in the customer’s
measurements, then hand finish
and checker the resulting
stock/forend. Some might attach a
negative connotation to the word
‘perfectionist’, but used in Rich
Cole’s case, it is an apt descriptor
for someone who will accept
nothing less than 100% perfect –
and that’s why stocks are now
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stocking project, a Perazzi MX-8
barreled action ideal for sporting
clays became available – which I
acquired. In short order, the
Perazzi metal, H&H
measurements and a vintage
Perazzi Mirage forend (small
beavertail) to be used as a pattern,
were on their way to Naples.
After semi-finishing the

stock/forend (dimensionally
correct but left in the ‘rough’ for
final tweaking), the gun was sent
to me for patterning/shooting.
Ideally, the customer should visit
Cole’s in lovely Naples (FL) for
this stage of the process, but
family issues precluded your
reporter from doing so. A week’s
worth of shooting and patterning
revealed ‘spot on’ dimensions for
the stock and off it went – back to
Cole’s for final finish.
Remembering the guidance

about pictures and words, I’ll spare

the prose and invite you to view
the accompanying pictures taken
by Jona Cole on the stocking of my
Perazzi.

And it’s Done!
The wood blank selected was
classified as Grade III and was
modestly priced. I asked for 26 LPI
checking and a hand rubbed oil
finish. And to cap the superb wood
and workmanship, a perfectly
executed leather covered recoil
pad was added.
Rich Cole did his

first repair work for
me 15 years ago on
a reluctantly
functioning
Beretta auto
shotgun. This
was followed by
several custom
Beretta 680s in

12, 20, and 28 gauge. That work
was primarily ‘metallic’ – with this
stockmaking project, the full circle
is now complete.
I now use the term ‘Gunmaker’

when I refer to Rich and his skills.
The Dean of ex-pat British
gunsmiths, Jack Rowe, defined
‘gunmaker’ as one who takes a
billet of steel and a piece of wood
and by hand, makes a functional,
shootable and eye pleasing gun.

Yes, machines play a role in
gunsmithing today – Holland and
Holland, Purdey and Fabbri of Italy
don’t hesitate to use them to make
their six figure masterpieces. But
over 100 years ago, Edgar
Harrison of Cogswell and Harrison
fame, raised concerns about
‘machinery’ in gunmaking – he
said, “The last pass of the file is the
most important of all and that pass
is still carried out by a man.” As
evidenced by his use of the file,
Rich Cole and Mr. Harrison are
undoubtedly kindred souls.

As regards my restocked
Perazzi, the eye appeal is
obvious and shooting reveals
all. Pattern plate and
crushed clays affirm the
correct dimensions of the
latest addition to my
shotgun collection. ‘Oohs’
and ‘ahs’ bolster my pride
of ownership. The finished
product is testament to a
gunmaker’s skill – in this case,

Cole Gunsmithing.
(www.colegun.com) �
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